To celebrate the 50th anniversary of our department, the Vision of Social Psychology Conference brought together some of the leading social psychologists in the UK. Below are some pictures from the event courtesy of our photographer, PhD candidate Geetha Reddy. A summary of the event will soon follow.

If you attended then don’t forget to fill out our feedback form.
Steve Reicher
First Panel: Steve Reicher, Ann Phoenix, Jonathan Potter & Ivana Markova

Second Panel: Nick Hopkins, Tony Manstead, Miles Hewstone, Dominic Abrams & Tom Reader
Roundup of first day with Alex Gillespie
Third Panel: Sonia Livingstone, Cristian Tileaga, Steve Brown, Helene Joffe & Martin Bauer
Core offerings of Social Psychology to other disciplines: from my perspective

- Theories of how people think/feel/behave, the social psychology of motivation
Fourth panel: Patrick Leman, Helen Haste, Rupert Brown, Paul Stenner & Cathy Campbell